• Duration, hours and location

Duration of the course
It depends on the number of package you choose. One package represents between 7 and 10 days of work.

Hours
You take an appointment with a teacher. Then, you can manage your time like you want as you will be working online with self-correcting exercises.

Location
The appointment is in l’Alliance Française de Toulouse, 3bis place Guy Hersant, 31400 Toulouse
Then, you can work anywhere with an Internet access.

• Levels and registration

Level
You take a first evaluation to know your level in the Common European Reference Framework for Languages (CERF). Then, you fill in a needs analysis to determine the targets to reach.
According to your level, a pack offers you different numbers of targets to reach: 4 for A1; 3 for A2; 2 for B1; 1 for B2

Registration procedure
Enrolment can be made on our website or with one of our secretaries.

• Methodological approaches

Teaching materials
Our teachers create a learning path based on a catalogue of links that are categorized by targets and levels, on specialised books or on « specific targets’ modules » created by our team.

Target competences
Target competences are determined on the day of the appointment with a teacher in agreement with the student.